
Is your organization ready for
this moment?

We live in unprecedented times. We’re seeing our clients, friends, and
acquaintances across the world grapple with a fundamental disruption to their
organizational operating systems. For many, this means nearly overnight
shifting to a primarily remote work culture (and everything that entails) as well
as throwing away the yearly plan that was probably only recently codified.
Instead, organizations are needing to move quickly, make decisions with
incomplete information, and generally operate in unfamiliar yet necessary ways
to survive.

For us, it’s validation that the work we’ve been doing for the past four and a half
years is incredibly necessary. Evolutionary organizations with adaptive
operating systems are fundamentally designed to function — and even thrive —
in situations where traditional bureaucracies fail. An OS that doesn't
optimize for transparency, autonomy, or people positivity is not an OS that can
handle shocks like the one we're currently experiencing. Some of these newly
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perceived OS cracks can and will be repaired or mitigated along the way.
Others, however, will shine a light on the need for a fundamental rethinking of
how organizations should function.

We’re here for both situations; to help patch the holes as they appear and for
more fundamental retrofitting and upgrading when calmer waters eventually
prevail.

To help pass more of our knowledge beyond just our current clients we’re doing
two things: 

1. Recording and releasing a series of podcasts every 48 hours focused on
the challenges and questions arising form working in new ways and in a
new context. If you have questions you’d like to see answered by
Aaron and Rodney please respond to this email with your
questions.

2. We know that in this moment almost every company on earth is going
remote—and realizing that this means more than just a Zoom account.
This is the moment for new ways of working to really shine. Are your roles
clear? Your decision rights? Are you “defaulting to open” in your work and
communications? Are you trusting your colleagues to work on what they
want, when they want, how they want? It’s an incredible shift, and if we
can make it now, the next disruption we face (and there will be one) can
be navigated even better. In response to this unprecedented demand, we
are quickly putting together a playbook for teams in transition. If you
want to be one of the teams that beta tests it, just respond and
let us know to put you on the list.

And if there's any other way that you think we may be able to help you and your
organization please don't hesitate to reach out at hello@theready.com. We're
here to help.

Stay safe out there,

Your friends at The Ready

https://theready.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=838e27472fd260ed597a4a7bd&id=bf15dfafd8&e=51f2ed0e5b
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Eight emerging lessons:
From coronavirus to
climate action
“Suddenly, we find that more than
half the meetings we tended to fill
our schedules with, may not be as
necessary, as essential as we deemed
them, after all. So why do we keep
ourselves busy with stuff that is not
essential?”

Keep Reading

An e-book on remote
work from Trello and

Listen to the Brave New Work podcast
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other remote-first
organizations
Trello, Evernote, Invision, Zapier,
Buffer and other remote friendly
organizations share their best tips,
tricks, and recommendations for
making remote work work for you.

Keep Reading

GitLab's communication
guide
Keeping expectations implicit can
become a huge problem in remote-
first organizations. GitLab
demonstrates what it looks like to
make as much as possible about it’s
way of working explicit in their
communication guide.

Keep Reading
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Get started with our Tension and Practice cards!
One deck contains 78 of the most common bureaucratic tensions teams face in
their day-to-day lives. The other contains 78 of the most promising new ways of
working, curated from today’s most adaptive and human-centric organizations.
They’re a great tool for getting your team or organization on a path toward
continuous participatory change.

In Other News

Morning Brew’s guide to living your best quarantined life. (Morning Brew)
Antifragility is a fragile concept. (LinkedIn)
OKRs from a Beyond Budgeting perspective. (Agile Alliance)
How Apple, Amazon, Alphabet, and Microsoft became $1 trillion companies.
(Medium)
The North Star playbook. (Amplitude)
The death of Agile. (Allen Holub on YouTube)
Jobs don’t fit in boxes. (Esther Derby)
The complex problem with big change programs. (Paul Taylor)
Three myths about self-managing organizations, debunked. (Medium)

Get the cards
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Brave New Work is now a podcast! Hear us take on a different
aspect of work each week—supported by amazing guests who
have been there. We recently published an episode with
Frederic Laloux, author of Reinventing Organizations!

Listen and subscribe now. 

If you haven't already, consider ordering a copy of Brave New
Work—our playbook for a more adaptive and human way of
working.

Please forward this newsletter to someone who needs it. They can sign up here.
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